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BEN PARSONS & BAS JONGENELEN 
 
 
The roots of this collection go back to 2004, when Bas and I first met at the International Medieval 
Congress at the University of Leeds. I was midway through my PhD at the time, and this was my first 
major conference. I had made the elementary mistake of heading off to the event, which was and 
remains an enormous affair of over two thousand delegates, by myself, in the belief that I would be 
swept up into a demimonde of like-minded medievalists. This did not prove to be the case. I soon 
learned that the other academics travelled only in packs, readymade cliques of colleagues that were 
difficult for a lone research student to penetrate. Mealtimes were particular fraught. The dining-hall, 
with its benches, trays and dinner ladies, was too reminiscent of the secondary school eating 
experience, which made sitting by myself even more painful and alarming. Nevertheless, I had the 
good fortune to sit opposite Bas during one of these occasions. Although he was a delegate from an 
institution I had never heard of, the exotically-named Fontys Lerarenopleiding at Tilburg, we quickly 
found some common ground, sharing an interest in medieval folk literature, and a semi-ironic 
appreciation of Belgian pop. It was soon after the conference that we began to collaborate on our 
first translation projects, starting with relatively formal and straitlaced texts, such as an early sonnet 
sequence and a dream-vision on the death of Charles the Bold. 
 
It was probably around 2009 that we started to put serious thought into compiling an anthology of 
translations from medieval Dutch. By this point the comic plays of the period were the only obvious 
choice of subject. This was not only because of the intrinsic interest of these pieces, but also owing 
to our awareness that, if English speakers knew anything of medieval drama in the Netherlands, it 
would most likely be from such sombre, well-behaved pieces as Everyman or Mary of Nijmegen. We 
had also found ourselves returning again and again to the unique culture of the rederijkerskamers, 
literally ‘chambers of rhetoric’. These organisations proliferated across the cities of the Low 
Countries during the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. Poised somewhere between the English trade 
guilds and the French puys, they were groups of urban, middle-class professionals which were 
charged with overseeing the civic and ceremonial life of their host cities. They apparently took their 
functions very seriously, seeing themselves in an instructive quasi-ecclesiastic role, even as 
mediators between God and their public. They also had a distinctively competitive element in their 
activities, as by the early sixteenth century they had started to hold events known as landjuwelen or 
rhetorijckfeesten, which were essentially dramatic tournaments, in which a number of chambers 
would gather in a single city and compete under several categories of performance. These were 
extremely elaborate and lavish affairs, clearly displays of affluence and urban pride: the festival at 
Antwerp in 1561, for instance, lasted for three full weeks, and opened with a procession of two-
hundred decorated wagons.  
 
What we found particularly striking about these groups was their appetite for foolery of all kinds. 
They expended their energies in a wide variety of comic performance: in kluchten, or straightforward 
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farces, revolving around trickery and humiliation, which first appear in the fourteenth century; in 
esbattements, a hybrid between the morality play and farce, incorporating allegorical and didactic 
elements but retaining a focus on absurdity or slapstick; and tafelspelen (table-plays), comic 
dialogues featuring playful banter between two or three figures. Standing alongside these were 
various genres and subgenres of comic monologue, all designed to be recited by a chambers’ 
resident zotte (fool): these ranged from bawdily parodic forms, such as the spotsermoen, biecht, and 
spotmandement, which burlesque the language of sermons, confessions and official proclamations 
respectively, to the highly sophisticated refrein int zotte (refrain of foolery), an intricate and polished 
rhetorical declamation, usually celebrating the power of laughter. Comedy, far from being seen as a 
lesser or trivial form, was deeply embedded in the practices of the rederijkers. In fact, their plays 
seem to be founded on a full-blooded philosophy of the comic, as the stated aim of several texts is 
to inspire vreucht. This polysemous term appears to mean ‘joy’ or ‘solace’ in a therapeutic sense, a 
purging of malicious humour and emotion, as well as a foretaste of the joys of heaven. At the 
conclusion of his Farce of the Fisherman (c.1531), for instance, the Bruges playwright Cornelis van 
Everaert riffs off the different meanings of vreucht, finally arriving at de eeuweghe vruecht naer dit 
leven, ‘the eternal delight after this life’. In other words, the rederijkers judged their comedies to be 
every bit as beneficial in terms of public good as their openly moral dramas like Everyman.  
 
We knew that we wanted to present as broad a selection of pieces as possible, not only to reflect 
the many different forms that rederijker comedy could assume, but also the breadth of material it 
could treat. The selection of texts was a lengthy process, as it was difficult to isolate a suitable 
number from the vast amount of material available to us. The number of surviving rederijker farces 
is probably around one hundred and eighty; while the exact number of extant monologues has not 
been calculated, it may well exceed this amount. Owing to this embarrassment of riches, we tended 
to choose texts that we found interesting, rather than trying to suggest a sense of typicality. Some of 
our selections were dictated by the wider historical or social contexts of individual plays. In this 
spirit, we included the Oath of Master Pawnbroker (1551), which formed the centrepiece of an 
elaborate and well-documented festival of fools at Brussels. This involved the fools of several 
chambers converging on Brussels for several days of celebration and performance, including a mock-
tournament on hobby-horses in the central marketplace, and the coronation of a local painter, Jan 
Colyns, as king of fools. The Farce of the Barefoot Brothers (1559), on the other hand, highlights 
something of the volatile culture in which the chambers were operating. The farce itself, although 
dealing with standard comic themes of theft, food and violence, had darker implications: it features 
a poor man stealing a cart-load of food from a friary, on the basis that his family are more deserving 
of charity than the intended recipients, and even includes a real habit as a costume. This proved a 
little too near the knuckle for some spectators: after repeated complaints from the Franciscans, the 
play triggered an official clampdown on all rederijker performances, as all subsequent texts had to 
be submitted to the ecclesiastic and municipal authorities for approval. 
 
Ultimately, however, our main criterion was simply how funny we found these texts. In terms of 
their entertainment value, the majority have weathered surprisingly well. No doubt this is down to 
the fact that they predate the period when wit or vernuft became the guiding principle in comedy: 
the word-play and verbal ingenuity of seventeenth-century playwrights necessitate clusters of 
explanatory notes and annotations, and by the time a joke has been run through the mill of sober 
commentary it is unlikely to be any more than theoretically amusing. The stuff of medieval comedy, 
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however, the bodily functions and violent trickery, is still funny at an immediate and intuitive level: 
since it addresses things that are still with us, it still provokes embarrassment and shock, and so 
generates laughter. The Mock Sermon on Saint Nobody (c.1520?), for instance, incorporates an 
astonishingly disgusting account of the life and ‘martyrdom’ of Saint Drincatibus, a drunkard who 
spent his days and nights soiling himself ‘until it ran out of his shoes’, and at last choked to death on 
his own snot and was interred in a pigsty. Other texts follow suit. The farce Hanneken Leckertant 
(1541) concerns the efforts of the titular ‘Jack Sweet-tooth’, a spoiled but cunning mother’s boy, to 
extort food from his neighbour’s mother, by inducing him to feign illness. It ends with a round of 
beatings, as the pompous doctor Jan Leurequack eventually turns on the boys, promising them a 
helping of bercken struijven (birch-cakes), and in fact whipping them soundly. However, Leurequack 
is deprived of the last word, as he finds himself beaten in retaliation by Hanneken’s overprotective 
mother. 
 
But many of the texts we chose show ambitions beyond mere scatology or horseplay. The Farce of 
the Beggar (c.1510), which gained some level of notoriety amongst Dutch critics in the early 
twentieth century, presents a much bleaker, less rollicking view of the world. It centres on two 
rascally, undeserving beggars who target a recently bereaved brother and sister, steal their mother’s 
corpse, and tie it to a donkey, to create the illusion that they are being haunted by the woman; 
during the confusion, they break into the dead woman’s house and help themselves to her food and 
drink. Not only is the text thoroughly amoral, allowing two wholly irredeemable characters to 
prosper, but it also has a tone of genuine desperation at its core: it is clear that the vagrants’ victory 
over starvation is at best provisional, and its central ruse is literally a game with death.  It is perhaps 
a testament to the skill of the rederijkers that they are able to steer such obscene, knockabout 
material in such a sophisticated direction. While the texts can still provoke laughter, it is often 
laughter in the dark, in the face of privation, cruelty and death. 
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